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BSF70 Integrated Cill & New Handle 
The new integrated Cill Profile U60406 and Lift & Turn handles are now available within LogiKal. CNC for the 
handle will be added within a future update. 
S140 L&S LogiKal release 
The S140 L&S system will be released within LogiKal this week. Please reference marketing communications 
in relation to this new system. If there is any support needed from a software perspective, please contact 
Ben Knight. 
Price List Update 
The price list has been updated to included the 10% surcharge to provide more transparency. Please refer 
to the Price List or contact us for more information. 
UKCA Marking & Test Data 
Relevant Test data has been added into LogiKal for all systems with a valid test report. Provided the position 
you input meets the specified sizes on the test report, you will now be able to print out UKCA Marking data 
for your AluK positions. Please contact Ben Knight for more information. 

58BW/58BD (58BW, 58BW ST, 58BW Open In & 58BD) including HI variants 

 Weights and Heights have been updated within the Euro Groove and Slim Line hardware kits to 
reflect the manual. 

 Flush Mullion Profiles U44043/U44051 will now provide the correct lengths when processing within 
the 58BW Commercial/ 58BW HI Commercial rule packages respectively. 

 T-connections and Cruciform Connections have been updated for U44052 to U44056. 
 Winkhaus AV2 and AV2e Lock selections have now been set up for 58BD & 58BD HI. This includes 

the relevant CNC preparations. 
 CAD drawing has been added for CU44120 Sash profile. 
 U59401 Threshold now provides an information message related to cut size, as the software is 

unable to provide the correct length when using Single Cut. 
 V70051X end caps are now picked up when using U61630 subcill within 58BW.  

 

SL52 

 A PSI Value has been added to P-52-680 Infill Block to allow the calculation of U-values when 
using a 58BW/BD or GT55 insert. 

 

C70S 

 712010 weather bar end cap will now always default to Black. 
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BSF70 & BSF70 HI 

 The Quik Clip glazing option now uses A-GS-504 push-in gasket instead of V00009. 
 RX194 and RX180 are no longer picked up when processing a “double door”. 
 RX040 Hinge Backplate is no longer picked up as a separate item, as it is supplied as part of a 

kit with RX703, RX701A & H60203. RX040 can still be purchased as a separate item if required. 

 
For further queries, please contact Ben.Knight@aluk.com. 


